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QUESTION 1

Password cracking programs reverse the hashing process to recover passwords. (True/False.) 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Session splicing is an IDS evasion technique in which an attacker delivers data in multiple, smallsized packets to the
target computer, making it very difficult for an IDS to detect the attack signatures. 

Which tool can be used to perform session splicing attacks? 

A. Whisker 

B. tcpsplice 

C. Burp 

D. Hydra 

Correct Answer: A 

One basic technique is to split the attack payload into multiple small packets, so that the IDS must reassemble the
packet stream to detect the attack. A simple way of splitting packets is by fragmenting them, but an adversary can also
simply craft packets with small payloads. The \\'whisker\\' evasion tool calls crafting packets with small payloads
\\'session splicing\\'. 

References: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intrusion_detection_system_evasion_techniques#Fragmentati
on_and_small_packets 

 

QUESTION 3

You are analysing traffic on the network with Wireshark. You want to routinely run a cron job which will run the capture
against a specific set of IPs - 192.168.8.0/24. What command you would use? 

A. wireshark --fetch \\'\\'192.168.8*\\'\\' 

B. wireshark --capture --local masked 192.168.8.0 ---range 24 

C. tshark -net 192.255.255.255 mask 192.168.8.0 

D. sudo tshark -f\\'\\'net 192 .68.8.0/24\\'\\' 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

The following is a sample of output from a penetration tester\\'s machine targeting a machine with the IP address of
192.168.1.106: 

What is most likely taking place? 

A. Ping sweep of the 192.168.1.106 network 

B. Remote service brute force attempt 

C. Port scan of 192.168.1.106 

D. Denial of service attack on 192.168.1.106 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In many states sending spam is illegal. Thus, the spammers have techniques to try and ensure that no one knows they
sent the spam out to thousands of users at a time. Which of the following best describes what spammers use to hide the
origin of these types of e- mails? 

A. A blacklist of companies that have their mail server relays configured to allow traffic only to their specific domain
name. 

B. Mail relaying, which is a technique of bouncing e-mail from internal to external mails servers continuously. 

C. A blacklist of companies that have their mail server relays configured to be wide open. 

D. Tools that will reconfigure a mail server\\'s relay component to send the e-mail back to the spammers occasionally. 

Correct Answer: B 
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